EXHIBIT 1: A Word About Professional Licensure
Proof of Licensure at Hire (where required)
MSHN job descriptions are generally written based on the minimum qualifications for
positions/classifications within the MSHN network. If licensure is required, the individual must provide
proof of licensure in order to apply for the specific position/classification. For example, if the
position/classification requires a minimum of a ‘limited license’ then the individual must have proof of
having obtained the limited licensure at the time of employment/job application. If the position requires a
full license, then that is what is required at the time of application or hire. Any candidate who does not
have the licensure, or otherwise does not meet the minimum qualifications, will not be considered.
Full or Limited Licensure
MSHN may elect to use a limited license or a full license as the minimum qualification, in keeping with
Medicaid/MDCH requirements. For example, for case management positions within the MSHN network,
one of the minimum qualifications according to the Medicaid QMHP definition is limited license social
worker, so this minimum qualification is acceptable. For positions involved in therapy or the provision of
treatment practices, MSHN has elected to require a full licensure (vs. limited licensure) at hire, as
included in the Medicaid Mental Health Professional definition. When either MSHN or Medicaid
requires a full licensure status, a limited license is not acceptable.
Job/Classification Title vs. Professional Licensure
With very few exceptions as so specified in certain job descriptions, even if licensure status is required,
most professional position/classification titles are not specific to a certain licensure status or credential.
For example, although Client Service Manager positions require (per Medicaid standards) a QMHP
(Qualified Mental Health Professional) status - which includes social worker licensure as one possible
means of qualification - the position/classification duties and responsibilities are that of a case manager,
not a social worker, as other licensure or credentials could also meet the QMHP status minimum
requirement. Another example is a position/classification that requires the professional to conduct
individual or group therapy; generally these positions/classifications require a master’s degree, but the
specific type of licensure may vary and the job/classification title may not be specific to a certain
licensure expectation.
Supervision of Limited Licensure Individuals
MSHN as an organization is supportive of the promotion of the completion of licensure for individuals
where applicable, however, the oversight of specific licensure supervision, for any individual who might
be hired in a position/classification who has a limited licensure status is up to the individual, with the
support of their supervisor, in securing their own arrangements for licensure supervision as needed.
There is no prohibition by MSHN preventing any such arrangement to occur between an individual and
their supervisor, and in fact work hours at MSHN are appropriate to use to meet or address licensure
requirements; it is up to each individual limited licensure status professional, however, and their
supervisor (or another professional if other than the supervisor) to make all specific arrangements and/or
keep documentation. It is up to the supervisor or other individual who voluntarily agrees to provide
licensure supervision to make any needed accommodations. This support of the supervisor in assisting
persons to obtain licensure would be considered an appropriate professional courtesy. If any individual
who is hired with a limited license as required by their position fails to obtain full licensure in the time
frame allowed by statute, they could be subject to loss of their position of employment for failure to meet
the minimum job qualifications, in the same manner that any individual might fail to obtain or retain the
licensure needed in order to continue their employment/job status at MSHN if required by the job
classification. All conditions or allowances related to salaried employees, HIPAA/confidentiality, work
environment standards and other work requirements apply in any MSHN work settings when licensing
supervision oversight activities are occurring.
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